Industry Applications for AtomicusChart ®
AtomicusChart® is a customizable, state-of-the-art data visualization tool for the most demanding industries, from science to
medical analysis and reporting. The chart provides unmatched performance in real-time data acquisition and visualization, using

Some of the top industries that use AtomicusChart® include:
• Financial, Stock, & Trading:
AtomicusChart® has a proven record of performance in charting, ensuring smooth
function and speedy renderings – even with millions of data points.

data points must be reviewed simultaneously.
• Engineering & Design:
With 3D and 4D rendering capabilities, AtomicusChart® is the premier platform for high-end data
visualization in engineering and design applications

features such as:
• Volumetric rendering

• Order-independent transparency

Competitive Advantage:
AtomicusChart® also provides reliable and accurate processing of large data sets – as many as 40 million data
points – for video adapters with mid-range video cards without reducing the data prior to processing like the
competition often does.

Principal Features of WPF AtomicusChart

®

AtomicusChart® has an array of high-end features for WPF/WebGL Charts, some of which are only available with our
integrated technology. With AtomicusChart®, you’ll be able to generate arrays, charts, and visualizations.
• High performance and optimization for big data sets
• 40,000,000+ point clouds and 1,000,000 point curves
• 16 Mp structured grid 3D maps, 512x512x512 volumetric data, and 150 Mp+ raster
data rendered with 30+ frames per second on average discrete video adapters
• GPU-based order-independent transparency
• High-resolution image and movie exporting for reports and printing
• Axis coloring, tick count and adjustable density, and font selection
• Customizable series color, width, markers, and style
•
•
•
•

Cartesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems
Linear, logarithmic, and SQRT data scaling
Fast data picking and integrated item interaction
Built-in contours search
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Atomicus

is a constantly growing company focused on the development of analytical instrumentation for high-technology
software products. Since the late 90s, our team has been providing reliable and professional project-based outsourcing of
software development for any business area requiring both modern graphical user interfaces and fundamental physical and
mathematical kernels, including many world leaders in analytical instrumentation manufacturing.

During this period, Atomicus has supported more than 80 major releases of multiple large-scale projects; delivered customer
training, workshops, and seminars; and contributed to essential marketing activity. We have decades of experience in the
development of software for high-end analytical instrumentation for materials research, proteomics and biological samples,
semiconductor structures, and many other industrial and academic applications.
Atomicus provides the full life cycle for software products, including marketing and service support. In addition to our
outsourced analytical software products, our services include consulting and training, research and development, and custom
applications.

AtomicusChart ®: a WPF Chart From Atomicus
AtomicusChart® is a WPF and WebGL Chart from Atomicus that’s intended for analytical applications. It can be
reused and integrated into any software that requires high-speed graphics for large volumes of data, including large
data.
As a collection of libraries and modules, AtomicusChart® is capable of:

• Visualizing 1D, 2D, 3D, and 4D data with numerous options for representation
• Handling large data volumes and high-speed data processing.

AtomicusChart® is a DirectX 11-based 1D/2D/3D/4D graphical .NET control. WebGL version is a WebGL-based Typeand commercial applications. AtomicusChart® is a best-in-class software for data visualization, and is best for any
application that requires fast, real-time, or large data display charts.
The solution was designed as a versatile data visualization tool for high technologies, complete with 4D representation, 3D rendering and interaction, and substantial capabilities for 2D plotting. AtomicusChart® is the

How It Works
AtomicusChart® fully stores data in its video memory, and data processing is accomplished using a GPU shader program. Operations such as
switching linear/SQRT/LOG scale or changing the ColorMap are nearly
instantaneous.
Data rendering is extremely fast with AtomicusChart®, pulling together
tion options. AtomicusChart® also provides a highly responsive and
intuitive user experience.
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